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Three aspects are covered

1. What is achieved

2. How it is done

3. Strength and weakness



Library contents of KSCSTE institutions  

brought into centralized system

Institutions Integration Target

KFRI: Libsoft, ISIS
TBGRI: Libsoft
CESS: Soul
CWRDM: Alice
KSCSTE: Libsoft
NATPAC: Libsoft

Data brought 
into uniform 
format in 
centralized 
server

Combined search 
of Library books, 
nearly 70,000 of 
all.
Combined search 
of publications of 
all with full text 
storage and 
retrieval capacity



Achievements



Search for ‘climate plants’ has yielded 

four books, two from KFRI, one from 

TBGRI and one from CESS

1
Books



Search for ‘teak wood’ has yielded 28 

publications, the first is shown below. 

Please note the full text document 

which can be displayed by following the 

link

2
Publications



Integrated search
Multiple database

3

Integrated search for 

‘syz cum’ displays detail 

of one book, one 

publication and flora 

details. Flora can show 

available photos also.



Methods



Nbr Author Year Title Source KW Address

102 Nair, PV; 
Ramachandran, 
KK; Thomas, PT.

2007 Mapping biodiversity of 
Myristica swamps of 
southern Kerala

Kerala Forest 
Research 
Institute

Frogs, 
amphibians, 
snakes, 
reptiles

nairpv@kfri
.org

102. Nair, PV; Ramachandran, KK; Thomas, PT. (2007) Mapping biodiversity 
of Myristica swamps of southern Kerala. Kerala Forest Research Institute. 
Frogs, amphibians, snakes, reptiles. nairpv@kfri.org.  Abstract: Faunal 

biodiversity of the Myristica swamps consisted of Platyhelminthes- 3 

species, Nemathelminthes – 1 species, Annelida 4 species, Mollusca- 

10 species, Unidentified Crustacean-1 species, Insecta-281 species 

belonging to 83 identified families,  Myriapoda- 6 species and 

Arachnidae 54 species, Pisces 14 species, Amphibia 56 species, Reptilia 

55 species, Aves 129 species and Mammalia 27 species. 
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Searching

1. Up to nine key words

2. Uppercase or lower

3. Part of words can be used

4. Words separated by space

5. Hits if all words present

6. Help when ‘help’ entered

The HTML-PHP code is about 250 lines



Additional features

By adding names of linked files in 
[[…]], the search engine will 
produce hyperlinks in the hit record 
displays. Files in /links folder.



Additional features

It is possible to include search 
inside linked documents. A list file 
containing terms to be included is 
kept with the document.



Integrated search

Integrated search is made possible by 

modularizing the program. The search 

routine needs only few arguments, list of 

key words and the file to be searched. 

Integrated search is achieved by 

repeatedly calling the module with 

different data sets.

Books

Publications

Flora

SEARCH

SEARCH

SEARCH



Importance





HTML Commands are sufficient for 
displaying a list of books. But providing 
a list of 16,072 (KFRI) may not be 
useful.



Title

 <body bgcolor="#00FFCA">

One may be able to make attractive layouts 
using packages such as WORDPRESS. But to 
do any kind of meaningful search with large 
sets of data, one will need search engines of 
this sort. 



The search engine developed could be used for 
distributing searchable, self contained CDs with 
or with out full text. A sample file set can be 
located by search http://www.kfri.org for ‘digital 
library’.

http://www.kfri.org 

server2go 



Code revealed !

Details are available in public domain 

with sample data. You can try it. Each 

of the librarians present here can 

make their digital libraries in one day. 

Documentation, this presentation and 

sample web site included.

A sample file set can be located by 
search in http://www.kfri.org for 
‘digital library’.

http://www.kfri.org 

Download and unzip, copy to 

root folder such as 

c:/xamp/htdocs of server



Strength and weakness



One can use database of one’s 
choice. CDS/ISIS, Libsoft, Soul, 
Alice, Koha, Dspace, etc.

Make ascii files for the digital 
library proposed.

Include HTML format if needed.



Data base vs. Text format: 

� In database, direct location of  record is 
possible. 

� Index based search is also possible. Indexing of 
whole field, inside title and abstract is possible 
only in databases such as ISIS.

�  Other databases cannot index multiple 
author/keywords. Author initials also likely to 
create problems. 

� These problems are solved by present format. 
Speed achieved by multiple smaller files 
(Instances of same files used simultaneously 
minimized) . 

� Need for keeping linked documents inside 
MySql avoided. 



� Search history kept for each database, 
user interest can be monitored.

� Written in HTML and PHP. PHP runs in 
server which is usually a very fast 
machine. 

� Additions can  be in separate file. This 
save upload time.

� Text reading is buffered by OS and 
PHP. Need of database speed not felt.

� Hit records are displayed on screen 
which is a slow process. Therefore 
slight delay is un noticeable.



� Search of Wordpress, Drupal and other 
packages not comparable. These 
packages will not go into sub fields or 
inside linked documents. Search in 
these are done through complicated 
metadata management. 

� Backup easier, being user created 
folders.

� Mechanism is suitable for making self 
contained CD, intranet or internet. 



Thank You …


